Limited Time Offer! $4.11 for Mother of Peace a memoir by Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon
Angelika Selle
August 18, 2020

**"Mother of Peace" is now available on Amazon for
only $4.11!! Get your copy today!**
(this special limited-time promotion is limited to 4 copies per purchaser)

Click Here to Purchase Mother of Peace on Amazon
Dear Friends and Families of WFWP USA,
As we began this seminal year of 2020, in just a few short months we have seen
environmental catastrophes such as the uncontrollable forest fires in Australia, the global
health crisis presented by the Covid-19 pandemic, and the painfully devastating realities of
unresolved racial inequality here in the US.
Though externally it may feel like the world is in turmoil with very little hope, we at Women’s
Federation for World Peace hold firm to our founding principles that women are called at this
time to be a catalyst for positive change through our divinely inspired and uniquely feminine
voices.
Therefore, we are excited to announce the release of the memoir of WFWP Founder, Dr.
Hak Ja Han Moon, entitled “Mother of Peace: And God Shall Wipe Away All Tears from
Their Eyes.” In it she shares deeply poignant memories of her life from growing up in an
idyllic village in what is now North Korea, being plucked from her home as a child to flee the
devastation of the Korean War, her budding determination to devote her life to God and wipe
away pain in the hearts of all people, and working tirelessly beside her late husband, Rev.
Sun Myung Moon, to found and lead a multitude of peace initiatives including WFWP. Since
her husband’s passing in 2012, she has also led a global movement for peace with

sensitivity, ingenuity, authenticity, and most of all sacrificial love, living consistently and
without compromise for the sake of others.
We hope that in reading this book, you will get a glimpse into the heart and soul of a woman
who has devoted her entire life to a path of love, compassion, forgiveness, service, and
sacrifice. Mother Moon shares many deep and personal insights: “Thinking back as the
person called to live as the Mother of peace, I realize that over time ‘sacrifice’ became a
name I could call myself. [...] We cannot meet God from a position of reigning over others. He
finds us when we are silently working for the sake of those in greater difficulty than
ourselves.”
At such times as these, we hope this book will bring you comfort, renewed determination, and
a reflection to your own personal commitment of service to others, your community, and the
world.
We invite you to watch the short video below to give you just a brief introduction to the
Mother of Peace, and visit here to purchase her memoir on Amazon today. You have
the option to buy the Kindle version or order the paperback version for processing on
Wednesday, June 24.
Please do reach out if you have any further questions. We would love to hear your feedback
and any takeaways you had from reading the book.
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